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Abstract. Quasi static and dynam~c uniaxial compression tests were performed on dumb-bell shaped specimen of a 
grade of graphite. The hcture of this bind of materiel is strain rate dependent. In- we achieved two clearly 
different strengths. The graphite is less scattered compared to the ceramics. Its fr;icture seems brittle. However its 
mechanical behaviour is quasi linear elastic viscoplastic. At room temperature, this viscoplasticity can be explained 
because of the exhibition of two combined physical phenomenon : ghde motions of dislocations and mainly growth 
of microcracks slowed down by internal frictions. 

WsumC Nous avons effectue des caracterisations mhmiques quasi statiques et dynamques en compression 
uniaxiale sur des kprowettes de forme diabolo d'une nuance de graphite. La rupture est fortement d@endante de la 
vitesse ck sollicitation. Le graphite est moins dispersif que les ckramiques classiques. Son comportement rl la 
rupture peut etre qualifik de fragde. Cependant, sa reponse mecanique est de type elastique quasi lin- 
viscoplastique. Cefle viscoplasticite a tempkrature ambiante est due a quelques mowements de dislocations mais 
surtout B la prknce de nanofissures entre les plans graphitiques dont la propagation est kin& par des 
frottements internes. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Polycrystalline graphites are structural materials used at high temperatures. The influence of the heat or the 
heating rate on the mechanical behaviour of this kind of materials have been studied for many years [I ,  2, 
31. We h o w  that the fracture of graphite is brittle and its behaviour is an elastic plastic one [4, 51. 

Some authors have carried out investigations to understand the deformation and fracture mechanisms 
[6,71. 

The purpose of this paper is to perform some uniaxial compressive tests at room temperature to 
exhibit the influence of the strain rate on the strength of a polycrystalline graphite. 

First of all, we describe the material and the samples we tested. Then we give the characteristics of 
the experimental device. The results of the quasi static and dynamic tests are presented. They are analysed 
by mean of a Weibull statistical method. Then we discuss the results and we try to understand the 
mechanical behaviour (special focus will be done on the strain rate) of this graphite by means of other 
'references, graphite monocrystal mechanical properties, optical and electron microscopy obsewations. 

2. MATERLU STUDIED 

We selected a commercial synthetic graphite (EDM3) upon the recommendations of the producer (POCO) 
as to uniformity of density and properties in all directions. The graphitizing temperature supplied by the 
producer is 2800°C. The figure 1 shows the porosity and the structural aspects of this material. The mean 
sue of the pores is 5 pm. We witl talk in the 'following about the difficulty to determine a grain size as 
done in the case of classical ceramics. 
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a) - 50pm b )- 0,lpm 
Figure 1 : Two scales of "microstructure" of the as-received material. a)optical Mcroscopy. b)T.E.M. 

3. SAMPLES TESTED 

All the tests were performed on dumb-bell shaped specimen. This shape was calculated by a numerical and 
an analytical way [8, 91. The samples were machined with a computer-controlled engine. Biaxial gauges 
were glued on each sample so that axial and radial strains could be measured. 
For each sample some characteristics were determined in the laboratory and the mean values are shown in 
the table I. 

Table I : Mechanical characteristics of the samples 
Density Elastic Moduli* ( Young modulus+ 1 Poison ratio 1 

4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

(1,78 f 0,02)g/cmZ 

4.1 Experimental set-up 

Low strain rate compressive tests were achieved with a screw-driven testing machine Zwick of 200 
capability. The applied load was measured by a 20 kN deflection-type dynamometer which is certified 
accurate to f 5 % of full scale. Tungsten carbide anvils were put on both sides of the samples during the 
tests. Also a special box was used to recover the fragments of the tested specimens. 

High strain rate compressive tests were achieved with a Split Hopkinson Pressure Bars device 
described by others [lo, 1 I]. The input and output bars were made with a PER 72 refractory steel 
Tungsten carbide anvils were put on both sides of the samples ; within the experiences some soft-recovery 
tests were performed. 

* measured by mean of an ultrasonic waves propagation technique. 
+ measured by gages. 

We verified that all the samples could be considered uniform and isotropic. 

Ell = (1 1,4 f 0,02) GPa 
Ez2 = (1 l , l  f 0,02) GPa 
Ea = (10,6 f 0,02) GPa 

El = (1 1,6 f 0,8) GPa v = 0,29 f 0,02 



The total length of the samples is 26 rnm, the length of the cylindrical part is 10 rnm. The two 
diameters of each sample are 10 and 6 rnm (fig.2). 

4.2 A new analysis for SHPB 

We try to establish a new method to analyse the experimental pulses in the case of dumb-bell shaped 
specimen. 

All the calculations associated with the SHPB are one-dimensional. The sample is supposed to be and 
to remain cylindrical shaped during the test. Its diameter 0, and its length Lomust be taken into account. 

There is no particular problem when ductile materials are tested ; in the case of brittle materials, with 
very low f?acture strain, we use a computer code "DAVID" developed in the Ecole Polytechnique [12] by 
G. GARY to verify that the forces on both sides of the sample are equal at the time of the fiacture. 

in the case of dumb-bell shaped specimen we suggest to calculate an equivalent length of the sample 
too.We meshed the sample as shown in the figure 2. 

Adho 
o(ho) = E - 

- - - - - -  F!---? + o(ho) = - S(h0) F dho (2) (1) 

Lo -L dh, = E Adho 
S(h0) 

(3) 

F J ~ - - & ~ ~ , = E A ~  (4) 

- - - - - -  where Al is the total strain of the dumb-bell 

TF shaped sample. Then 

dho = EAl (5) 
Figure 2 :Dumb-bell shaped specimen. x R ~ @ ~ )  

The equation (5) can be written F K = E A  (7) 

And 

For the dumb-bell shaped samples used in this study = 0,63. 
Lo 

So, if we want to use DAVID code, the real total length 26 mm should be remove by 16,4 mm. 
The figure 3 shows the improvement of the knowledge of the real strain. The figure present the axial- 

deformation as a finction of time obtained thanks to strain gauges and to new analysis.This analysis allow 
to obtain 0-8 curves until fiacture, even if the strain gauges are unglued. We suppose that material 
velocity of the input bar is constant during the test. 
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Are the gauges still essential? One have to notice that for the moment, the good determination of the 
time to fracture remains difficult. Moreover the radial strain can not be known without gauges. However, 
in the case of this material, it was difficult to measure all the strains until the fracture of the samples 
because of the plastic behavior and plastic strains induced as presented in the following. 

7 

axial g a E  
n 

TIME (ps) 

Figure 3 :Results obtained by a new analysis of a Split Hopkinson Pressure Bars test 

5. RESULTS 

5.1. Elastic plastic mechanical behaviour 
First, in order to estimate the plastic behavior of this polycristalline graphites we tested the samples in . 
loading-unloading conditions at low strain-rate ( E = lo4 s" ) (figure 4). 

The loading-unloading curves show a quasi linear elastic part if (T<100 MPa and a plastic mechanical 
behavior until the fracture of the sample. 

STRAIN (%) 
Figure 4 : Loading-unloading compressive tests on dumb-bell shaped specimen. 

5.2. Results of quasi static tests 

ror tnose tests strain gauges detachment prevent us to obtain o-E curves until fracture. The fracture strain 
(4,5 %) is estimated thanks to the screw-driven testing machine. The mean fracture stress obtained during . 
compressive tests at low strain-rate ( E = lo4 i' ) is 144 MPa. This result is completed by the following 
Weibull statistical analysis. 



5.3. Results of dynamic tests 

First, for dynamic tests, we verify that the forces on both sides of the sample are equal. The DAVID 
indicate that the equiiibrium is obtain after about 15 ps. Fracture occurs after about 120 ps. 

fie figure 5 presents a (o,~) curve given by the new analysis. Its f l c u l t  to exhibit,as for others materials, 
an accurate (a,€) curve when the strain is lower than 2%. 
fie value of the mean fracture stress is about 185 MPa and the fiacture strain about 73%.  The fiacture is 
&bed when stress is maximum. Mean strain rate value is 500 il. 

0 
0 2.2 4.4 6.6 8.8 

STRAIN (%) 

Figure 5 :Dynamical behavior of a quasi isotropic graphite under uniaxial compression 

The Weibull statistical method used is a two parameters statistic where the classical value V of the volume 
of sample is taken at 1 in order to simplify the results. Then, the probability Pr associated to the fracture of 
a sample above a, is : . = - -.[-(::̂I (lo) 

where m is related to the dispersion and a, is a normalization factor. 
We give also the confidence interval at 50 %. With the technique of the Maximum Probability the 

results are presented in the following table : 

Table U : Results of the Weibull statistic applied to each kind of tests. 

I Test m a, (MPa) I 

Mann and Kolmogorov tests prove at a probability value higher than 80 % that the hypothesis of these 
statistics can not be turned down. 

Quasi static I 30,5 [23;38] 

6. DISCUSSION 

143,l [141,7;144,5] 

The mechanical behaviour of this graphite is strain rate dependant (table 11) as shown by others 14, 131. 
The fracture looks brittle under uniaxial compression. This material is less scattered (table II) compared to 
classical ceramics (m=5) [9]. The Weibul moduli are strain rate independent. 

The loading-unloading curves show that the elastic part of the mechanical behaviour is short. But the 
plastic strain measured before the fracture are quite small. So that we have to understand why the plasticity 
occurs so early in the deformation process? And although the elastic energy is low, why this process lead 
$0 quickly to the fracture of the sample? 

Dynamic 3 5 3  [27;45] 185,8 [184,3;187,3] 
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The graphite grains observed by optical microscopy can be considered as a group of coke particles and 
binder. They can be defined as a scale of an optic anisotropy. But, by T.E.M., we can take inti account the 
graphite crystallites. The graphite crystal is hexagonal. Even if the samples are randomly isotropic (optical 
scale), the mechanical properties of a crystal are anisotropic. The low shear stiffness (250 MPa) [ l ,  51 
between the basal planes (linked by Van der Waals forces) of the crystallites allows the coke particles 
themselves to deform by shear. Indeed the coke particles exhibits a long range order with the a-axis of the 
crystallites. 

Various kinds of dislocations in graphite crystallites have been established [6]. They are mainly due to 
the contribution of thermal stresses caused by the very anisotropic expansion of crystallites during the 
graphitization process. But at room temperature it seems that the main phenomenon is the propagation 
(mode II) of micropores (fig. Ib) between basal planes. The internal fiction during the propagation by 
shearing can explain the viscous effects. 

The fracture of the graphite depend, of course, strongly on the microstructure as shown by others [4] 
The propagation of the cracks follows the basal planes (fig.lb). The fracture is reliable to the 
macroporosity measured from optical microscopy [13]. But we did not demonstrate exactly what is the 
influence of the microporosity on the strength of graphite. We only exhibit that, concerning fracture stress, 
the weakest defaults are the greatest pores [14]. 

We did show the influence of the strain rate on the mechanical behaviour of an isotropic graphite. We 
exhibit the importance of the observation scale to understand the relationships between the structural 
parameters of the material and the mechanical behaviour. The microporosity explain the plasticity and the 
modelling of the macroporosity can provide the fracture stress. 
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